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influential model ([6]) stipulates an ad hoc lookahead
mechanism to retrieve the metrical structure of an upcoming
word to account for the (optional) application of the Rhythm
Rule. Other scholars have proposed even stronger versions of
rhythmic constraints. According to the Equal Spacing
Constraint all stressed vowels tend to be attracted to
periodically spaced temporal intervals ([7]). An identical
regularizing mechanism for the spacing of prosodically
prominent events has been proposed for speech perception
([8]). The search for rhythmic correlates of clashes in
perception has marshalled EEG evidence to show that
perceptually, the brain may be sensitive to clash ([9]).
However, experimental evidence that speakers actually
adjust prominence to avoid clash is not compelling. Early work
on English found evidence for decreased duration, F0 peak, and
intensity of the final stressed syllable of the first word in a
clashing pair (e.g. [10], [11]). However, a more recent study
found these effects are manifested only in prepared speech and
are quite subtle; neither duration nor intensity on the final
stressed vowel of the first word in a clashing pair were affected
by clash ([12]).
Another language in which rhythmic adjustments have been
studied is Italian. An early phonetic study observed a decrease
in duration of the final stressed syllable of the first word in a
clashing pair ([13]). This study, however, was limited to only
two speakers and only one of them exhibited the durational
reduction. The study was also limited to prepared (read) speech.
Given that recent experimental work has cast doubt on the
production of rhythmic adjustments in English, it is worthwhile
to revisit the phenomenon in Italian.

Abstract
We present experimental evidence that, contrary to common
belief, speakers of Italian do not adjust prominence to avoid
clashes. Speakers of some languages (e.g. English, Italian) are
believed to adjust prominence by shifting stress, or by deleting
and/or inserting pitch accents. Although rhythmic adjustments
may be produced in certain contexts (e.g. poetic verse,
lexicalized phrases), we wondered whether naïve speakers
produce them spontaneously. We used visual stimuli to elicit 3word sequences with and without clash in two experiments with
a total of 24 speakers of Italian. In both experiments we found
no evidence for clash-induced adjustments. In Experiment 1,
we observed a surprising increase in duration of the final
syllable in the first word of a clashing pair accompanied by a
very small decrease in intensity. No effects were observed for
F0. In Experiment 2, we observed again a very small decrease
in intensity of the initial syllable of the second word of a
clashing pair. No effects were observed for duration or F0.
These findings show that Italian speakers do not adjust
prominence to avoid clash. Rather, clash induces localized
increases in syllable duration. Since experimental evidence for
rhythmic adjustments in English is also weak, we suggest that
rhythmic adjustments may be a perceptual phenomenon, whose
existence in production is constrained to specific
contexts/lexical items.
Index Terms: rhythm, clash, stress, pitch accent, Italian

1. Introduction
An open question in research on speech prosody is whether
speakers adjust prominence to make speech more rhythmic. The
answer to this question remains elusive and hinges crucially on
how rhythm is defined. It is, however, relatively
uncontroversial that, in most languages, speech is not rhythmic
“at the surface”, that is, no units or events recur at regular
temporal intervals (e.g. [1], [2], [3]).
In spite of this consensus, many theories of prosodic
structure assume that speakers adjust prominence to make
speech more rhythmic. One of the most prominent examples is
avoidance of adjacent prominences (i.e. stress/pitch accent
clash). Prominence clash plays an important role in various
phonological analyses, where it is hypothesized to trigger stress
shift, also known as the Rhythm Rule (e.g. [4]), and/or to cause
pitch accent deletion with optional insertion of another pitch
accent earlier in the phrase (e.g. [5]). Even though the shift and
deletion accounts are somewhat different, it is clear that they
harness the same intuition: prosodically prominent events
should be spaced from one another, thus clashes are avoided.
This intuition has extended beyond the phonological literature
to models of speech production. For instance, Levelt’s

2. Hypotheses and Predictions
Below we consider the predictions of three different models of
rhythmic adjustment: (i) the Rhythm Rule (a.k.a. stress shift),
(ii) pitch accent deletion and/or insertion, and (iii) prosodic
break insertion.
2.1. The Rhythm Rule, a.k.a. Stress Shift
The Rhythm Rule (e.g. [4],[14]) hypothesizes that, in a clashing
pair of words (henceforth w1 and w2), stress relocates from the
final syllable of w1 (w1σf) to the initial syllable of w1 (w1σi).
For example, fourTEEN FLOORS would be adjusted to
FOURteen FLOORS (cf. floor number fourTEEN) and Italian
ciTTÀ SPOrca would be adjusted to CIttà SPOrca. This stress
shift account predicts that the acoustic correlates of stress (i.e.
duration, intensity, and/or F0) should be diminished for σf of w1
and enhanced for σi of w1.
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2.2. Pitch Accent Deletion and/or Insertion

talking to a friend-, and to try producing target utterances with
the intonation of a declarative utterance.
The target word of experiment 1 was w1 (bolded in Table
1), while w2 was used to manipulate the clash (italics in Table
1). We analyzed acoustic measurements for σi and σf of w1, as
well as the vowels contained in these syllables: Vi and Vf.

Pitch accent deletion and/or insertion accounts hypothesize that
the pitch accent associated with σf of w1 is deleted in clash and
a pitch-accent may be optionally inserted on σi of w1. The
prediction of this account is a decrease in F0 of σf of w1, and,
optionally an increase in F0 of σi of w1.

3.2. Experiment 2

2.3. Prosodic break insertion

8 native speakers of Italian (4M,4F), who had participated in
Experiment 1, participated in Experiment 2 approximately 6
months later. The experimental setting and task were the same
as in Experiment 1. However, the visual cues differed to
represent the targets in Table 2.

Another clash avoidance mechanism that has been mentioned
in the phonological literature is the insertion of a prosodic
boundary or a pause. This pause or boundary would have the
effect of spacing adjacent prominences further away from each
other.
The specific predictions of this account depend on the
nature of the hypothesized pause or prosodic boundary. If the
prosodic break is really a pause it should be detected as silence
in the acoustic signal. However, if a prosodic boundary is
inserted, we could expect that the σf of w1 is lengthened and F0
is reduced. Moreover, σi of w2 after the boundary may be
lengthened and exhibit higher F0 due to pitch reset. These are
the most common acoustic correlates of prosodic boundaries in
English (e.g. [15]), however, it is not known from experimental
work whether Italian prosodic boundaries have acoustic
correlates comparable to the English ones.

Table 2: Stimuli for Experiment 2.
w0
DU.e
‘two’

w1
CA.li.bri
‘calibers’

w2
bor.DO
‘bordeaux’

NO.ve
‘nine

co.LU.bri
‘adders’

MI.lle
‘thousand’

co.li.BRÌ
‘hummingbird(s)’

ma.RRO.ni
‘brown’
NE.ri
‘black’

3. Methods

The target of experiment the target was w2 (bolded in Table
2), while both w1 and w2 (italics in Table 2) were used to
manipulate distance between the final prominence of w1 and
the initial prominence of w2 (a distance of 0 corresponds to
clash). Since our main concern are cases of clash, we analyzed
acoustic measurements for σi of w2 with initial stress only
(NE.ri, VER.di) after all combinations of w1, as forms with noninitial stress cannot result in a clash.
W2 forms that cannot result in clash were used to replicate
the findings of Experiment 1 by comparing w1 co.li.BRÌ in noclash vs clash. The replication holds; however, it is not
presented here for reasons of space and because this adds
nothing to the picture emerging from the results of Experiment
1.

3.1. Experiment 1
16 native speakers of Italian (8M, 8F) participated in
Experiment 1. The experimental design was inspired by an
earlier investigation of the Rhythm Rule in English ([12]).
Participants sat in a sound-attenuated room in front of a
monitor. On each trial, three visual stimuli were presented,
corresponding to a numeral (w0), a noun (w1), and a color
adjective (w2), (see Table 1 below). Participants were
instructed to produce the three-word phrase corresponding to
the stimuli.
Table 1: Stimuli for Experiment 1.
w0
DU.e
‘two’

w1
ca.FFÈ
‘coffee’

w2
bor.DO
‘bordeaux’

NO.ve
‘nine’

ci.TTÀ
‘city’

MI.lle
‘thousand’

co.li.BRÌ
‘hummingbird’

ma.RRO.ni
‘brown’
NE.ri
‘black’

VER.di
‘green’

no clash

3.3. Data processing and analysis
Audio was recorded at 22.05 kHz using a head-mounted
microphone. To obtain durations and facilitate other acoustic
measurements, HMMs for forced alignment were trained in
Kaldi ([16]), using 18 manually segmented trials from each
participant All trials were subsequently aligned. The extracted
acoustic measurement of interest are as follows:

clash

VER.di
‘green’
Participants produced the 36 unique three-word
combinations of Table 1 in 10 blocks separated by short breaks.
One participant completed only 8 blocks due to time constraints
on experiment duration after an equipment failure. In odd
blocks participants were instructed to mentally rehearse the
utterance before producing it, in even blocks participants began
production immediately. Since this manipulation had no effect
on the analyses presented here, it is not further discussed.
Participants were also instructed to try to maintain a constant
speech rate, to speak clearly and informally - as if they were

•

Duration of σi and of σf of w1 (Experiment 1) and σi
of w2 (Experiment 2).

•

RMS intensity ratio of the final vowel over the initial
vowel Vf/Vi of w1 (Experiment 1); and raw RMS
intensity of Vi of w2 (Experiment 2).

•

Median F0 of Vi and Vf of w1 (Experiment 1) and of
the initial Vi of w2 (Experiment 2).
Duration, RMS intensity, and F0 were chosen as the most
commonly measured correlates of word- and phrasal level
prominence in Italian and other languages (e.g. [18],[19]).
Duration was calculated using segmental boundaries of the
forced alignments. RMS intensity was calculated as the root
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mean squared value of the signal over 25 ms windows with a 5
ms overlap between each window. F0 values were calculated
using a MATLAB implementation of Talkin’s robust algorithm
for pitch tracking (RAPT [20]) contained in Voicebox ([21]).
Before statistical analysis, mean and standard deviation
(std) of each acoustic measurement were calculated separately
for each speaker and all data points exceeding 2 std (duration)
or 3 std (RMS intensity) from the mean were excluded from
subsequent analyses. For F0 processing, in all trials all points
exceeding 2 std from the mean or deviating ±10 Hz from the
preceding sample were removed. F0 was subsequently linearly
interpolated and smoothed using a median filter. The counts of
collected and excluded data points are recapitulated in Tables 3
and 4.

Figure 1: Duration of σi and σf in no clash vs clash

Table 3: Data collected and excluded in Experiment 1
Measurement
Duration σi
Duration σf
RMS Intensity Vf /Vi
F0 Vi
F0 Vf

RMS Intensity. Clash had a main effect on Vf / Vi intensity
ratio (χ2 = 18.74, p < .0001), with an effect size estimated at 0.09. That is, clash caused a very slight decrease in the intensity
of σf relative to σi.

Experiment 1
Total Excluded
5688 221 (3.8%)
5688 278 (4.9%)
5688 643 (11%)
5688 404 (7%)
5688 449 (7.8%)

Table 4: Data collected and excluded in Experiment 2
Measurement
Duration σf
RMS Vi
F0 Vi

Experiment 2
Total Excluded
1432 43 (3%)
1432 3 (.2%)
1432 2 (.1%)

Figure 2: RMS intensity of Vf /Vi.

Linear mixed effect regressions were fitted to the data using
the models (1) and (2) below, for Experiment 1 and 2,
respectively. Speaker and word were used as random effects,
and clash or interstress distance (with three levels 0 syllable
distance (clash), 1, and 2) were used as the fixed effects. The
models were compared against intercept only models.
variable of interest ~ clash + (1|subject) + (1|word)

(1)

variable of interest ~ stress dist + (1|subject) + (1|word)

(2)

F0. Clash has no main effect on the median F0 of Vi (χ2 = 1.69,
p = .19). Clash has no main effect on the median F0 of Vf either
(χ2 = 2.63, p = .10).
The overall effects of clash in the investigated acoustic
dimensions are summarized in Table 5.
Table 5: Effects of clash on w1 of a clashing pair.

Post-hoc testing was conducted using one-way ANOVA
and Tukey HSD.

w1

Duration

w1

RMS
Intensity

w1

F0

σi

↑ +2ms

Vi

-

↑ +16ms

Vf
/Vi

↓ -0.09

σf

Vf

-

4. Results
4.1. Experiment 1

4.2. Experiment 2

Duration. Clash was found to have a main effect on the
duration of σi and of w1 (χ2 =33.48, p < .001). However, the
magnitude of the effect size was very small, estimated at 2 ms,
much below the just noticeable difference threshold of 10 ms
for auditory stimuli shorter than 240 ms ([22]), see Figure 1 left.
Clash was also found to have a main effect on the duration
of σf of w1 (χ2 = 693.11, p < .0001). However, contrary to the
stress retraction hypothesis, clash was associated with an
increase in the duration of σf, with effect size estimated at 16
ms, see Figure 1 right.

Duration. The presence of a clash had no main effect on the
duration of σi of w2 (χ2 = 1.43, p = .23).
RMS Intensity. The presence of a clash had a marginally
significant main effect on RMS intensity of σi in w2 (χ2 = 3.96,
p = .04). The effect size is estimated at -0.0045.
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should be taken at face value and that the main correlate of
prosodic prominence clash in Italian is a localized delay in the
production of σf of w1 of a clashing pair. This picture is
compatible with recent work on clashes in English, where it has
been shown ([12]) that clash correlates with increased duration
of σf of w1 of a clashing pair in relatively unprepared speech
and that boosts on σi of w1, if present at all, are very weak.
The mechanisms responsible for the lengthening effect are
of substantial interest. One possibility is that speakers prolong
the period of time that gestures in σf of w1 are active, because
the clash causes them to attend more closely to external sensory
feedback of their own speech ([24]). Alternatively, it is possible
that planned prominences may interact, and this interaction may
result in an activation boost on the first prominence of a clash,
which in turn influences gestures that are associated with it. A
proposal along these lines would be compatible with
hypotheses previously formulated in the literature (e.g. [12]).
To conclude, we emphasize that our results contrast sharply
with a wide body of literature reporting the impression of
prominence shift for Italian, English, and other languages. The
mismatch between production results and perceptions begs for
an explanation. As it has already been pointed out in the
perception literature, prominence shift perception seems to be a
highly context-dependent perceptual illusion ([8]). This
perceptual illusion need not be the only source for the report of
prominence shifts by trained linguists and naïve listeners alike.
It is also possible that prominence shift exists in highly
specialized production contexts. For instance, highly
lexicalized expression may have different prominence profiles
than the citation forms of their individual parts. For example, It.
meTÀ ‘half’ may be highly lexicalized as meta (with no
prominence) in forms like meta STRAda ‘halfway’.
Alternatively, it is possible that that prominence adjustment
may originate in poetic verse and extend to poetic-like
rhetorical speech (e.g., [25]), where prominence adjustments
are often mandatory. Our work, however, casts doubt on the
idea that rhythmic adjustments are naturally occurring
phenomena in spontaneous speech.

Figure 3: RMS intensity as a function of interstress
distance: no clash (1 -2 σ distance) vs clash (0 σ distance).
F0. The presence of a clash had no main effect on the median
F0 σi of w2 in a clashing pair (χ2 = 0.29, p = .58).
The overall effects of clash in the investigated acoustic
dimensions are summarized in Table 6.
Table 6: Effects of clash on w2 of a clashing pair.
w2

Duration

w2

RMS
Intensity

w2

F0

σi

-

Vi

↓ -0.0045

Vi

-

5. Discussion
The experimental results show that in Italian the main effect of
clash on w1 of a clashing pair is, contrary to expectation, a
significant lengthening of σf, while the lengthening on σi is
negligible. The lengthening of σf was accompanied by a small
decrease in intensity. No effect was observed on F0. The
increased lengthening of σf is hard to explain if clashes indeed
are repaired with a process of stress retraction. Similarly, the
lack of effects on F0 of σi and σf in w1 is not consistent with the
predictions of an accent deletion account, in which a pitch
accent is deleted on σf and another is optionally inserted on σi.
The lengthening of σf in w1 is compatible with the insertion
of a prosodic boundary. To verify the plausibility of this
hypothesis, in experiment 2, we tested whether clash may also
affect σi of w2 in a clashing pair. We did not observe any
durational of F0 effects of clash on w2, effects that may be
expected under a boundary insertion account. The only effect
that we observed was a small decrease in RMS intensity of σi
of w2.
Given that the largest effect of clash observed across
experiments was lengthening of a syllable involved in clash, we
interpret this result as evidence against all three mechanisms of
rhythmic adjustment, which predicts shortening of this syllable.
There were also small effects of clash on the intensity of the
clashing syllables, but these effects were not fully consistent
with the predictions of any account. Specifically, although the
boundary insertion and stress shift accounts do predict clashinduced decrease of intensity in σf of w1, these accounts also
predict increased intensity in σi of w2, contrary to findings.
Thus, the intensity patterns provide only equivocal evidence for
rhythmic adjustment models.
In sum, the idea that prominence clashes trigger rhythmic
readjustments in Italian is problematic. Evidence that
prominence profiles are altered, or boundaries inserted to avoid
clash is lacking. We suggest that the experimental evidence

6. Conclusion
In this paper we have presented experimental evidence from
Italian showing that the main correlate of prominence clash in
this language is a lengthening of the final syllable of w1 in a
clashing pair. This is compatible with recent work on English.
It is thus possible that the lengthening effects may be a crosslinguistic correlate of prominence clash. This is a question that
is left open for future research together with the mechanisms
responsible for this effect.
Importantly, the observed effects are at odds with previous
rhythmic accounts of prominence clashes. Contrary to the
claims found in a wide body of literature on Italian and English,
clashes do not induce obvious rhythmic readjustments in
speakers’ production. If rhythmic constraints are indeed
enforced on speech production, it is not clear that prominence
clashes can be marshalled as evidence in favor of their
existence, at least in Italian and English.
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